Play at the local playground,
even though it’s cold out.

Make snow taffy with
clean snow you collect after
an afternoon in the snow.

Paint the snow!
(Use food colouring and water
in a spray bottle or
squeeze bottle.)

Set up an outdoor obstacle course.
Pile snow, dig holes and create
awesome icy challenges.

Walk to school today.

Go get the Christmas tree today.

Make a snow angel.

Have a snowball fight.

Build a snowman.
Or a snowwoman.
Or a snowpuppy.

Try an outdoor winter sport
together: snowshoeing, skating,
tobogganing.

Help put up Christmas
decorations outside.

Make ice sculptures. Freeze
coloured water in bowls, cups, and
balloons, then remove them from
the containers. (Freeze a few extra
balls for some fun tomorrow.)

Too cold to go outside?
Get dressed for hot weather
and have an indoor beach day!
If there’s room, play volleyball
with a beach ball.

Even if it’s cold and snowy
you can still play your favourite
summer sport. Dress warmly and
play snow baseball or snow soccer.

Build a campfire. Find a park
that issues permits if you can’t
do it in the backyard.

Set up an indoor obstacle course.
Jump on cushions on the floor,
crawl under tables, slalom around
chairs; anything goes!
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Build a fort! Inside or out!

Play road hockey with
friends and neighbours.

Deliver some homemade
Christmas gifts to the neighbours.
Baking, crafting, artwork …
anything goes.

Walk to the grocery store where
the kids get to help choose
ingredients for tonight’s dinner.

Go skating.

Scavenger hunt!
Make a list of things you might
find on a neighbourhood walk and
then go out there and find them!

Invite some friends to
meet you in the park
for a sledding adventure.

Freeze coloured water in
balloons to make balls and
play a game of outdoor bowling
with them. Build pins out of snow.
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Spend some time this weekend
on a family hike. Look for
treasures and footprints
while you’re out there.

Go geocaching
with friends.

Scatter birdseed in the yard or
make a few bird treats, then spend
some time finding hiding places in
the backyard for birdwatching.

Shovel the next-door
neighbour’s sidewalk.

Have an indoor dance party
with Christmas songs.

Go out and explore snowflakes.
Catch them on your mittens, taste
them on your tongue, look at them
under a magnifying glass.

Make hot chocolate.
Best enjoyed after a
morning spent playing
in the snow.

December 24
After dinner and before Santa
comes, take a family walk around
the neighbourhood to look at your
favourite lights and decorations.

